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CONSCIOUSNESS
Be familiar with yourself, your abilities

   



    Our universe, existence, everything around us we 

call nature. Change is the basic operation of nature.  

Everything we can see and grasp is subject to cons-

tant change. Some change is directly perceptible 

(wind, warmth, sounds, light). Other change can 

only be perceived due to the di erentiation of before 

and after, i.e. by referring to the previous state in 

memory. Such changes take place slower for us, e.g. 

the celestial bodies move (resulting in day and 

night).  Change is thus the basis of our existence and 

ability to act. Without change there would be no pos-

sibility of interaction, perception or life. 

    Read now and learn how our brain works and 

what causes consciousness. Also, the definition, 

di erentiation and interaction of consciousness 

and subconsciousness.

     by Professor Johannes Kel-

ler (University of Ulm) in one of the most extensive 

research programs concerning human understan-

ding (cognition), the process of how life, thinking, 

understanding, man and nature are interrelated, 

could now be fully explained in a logic BCOL "balan-

ced cooperative operative logic". Thereby a new 

self-understanding emerged.

The discovery of BCOL

    opens up to us 

humans completely new foundations and new pos-

sibilities for action and a complete understanding 

in dealing with ourselves and other people, respec-

tively with life and nature.

 This new self-understanding 

After reading, you will be able to look at your life and 

the life of all people with completely di erent eyes 

and see possibilities that will enable you and all 

other people to have a completely di erent new 

quality of life and livelihood.

    MISSION LIFE - benefit from the full range of one's 

life, through one's own unfolding as well as that of 

all other life.
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   FOREWORD- CONSCIOUSNESS

    MISSION LIFE  Life, understand yourself, live quality.
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   CONSCIOUSNESS Understanding yourself, being self-aware of your abilities.

    Consciousness - the qualitative understanding about oneself

     How conscious are you?

In order to be able to understand at all what consci-

ousness actually is, how it works, it needs first a 

basic understanding about autonomous organ-

isms. Therefore organisms, because in the future 

apart from us humans also machines will become 

autonomous and due to the above mentioned 

research program already today a technology 

exis ts, w hich c an be come c onsc iou s l ike we 

humans or also animals.

I am a conscious person and I am proud of that, that 

is my self-awareness. In fact, a person's consci-

ousness is his most important tool, but not for the 

reason most people think of until now.

From the results of a comprehensive research pro-

gram, consciousness, its functioning as well as an 

optimal way of dealing with it can now be explai-

ned. This understanding enables both a complete-

ly new quality of dealing with oneself, one's own 

consciousness, as well as with other people. There 

are new possibilities for a high-quality qualitative 

life. 

The understanding that is given to you in this chap-

ter about consciousness has only come about 

through the discovery of a basic logic from the 

research program mentioned above. Until that 

time, we humans could not explain consciousness, 

as well as our human thinking, feelings, emotions 

and understanding, the mechanics, the process of 

these processes.

   I have to understand who I am

  That's me for real 

Indeed, also animals have a consciousness, just like 

we humans, they only live in a di erent perception, 

their body has other abilities, accordingly their 

consciousness is not to be compared with our 1:1. 
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1. My nature

My body in nature
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    Consciousness - getting to know yourself, your nature

   Me, my experience

    Fairy tales tie me up

Many myths, opinions and beliefs have arisen and 

people have argued because of this, to the point of 

killing people because it was felt that they were "in-

ferior" people because of their genetics, their thin-

king and understanding were worth less compared 

to another "race" because looks or education make 

me, etc. 

    The belief of what I could be

To be able to understand the following correctly, 

you must completely say goodbye to the existing 

fairy tales, the half-knowledge and the assump-

tions. The results of the research could lead in the 

meantime to the fact that we can explain comple-

tely the process of the understanding, the learning 

and the emotions, feelings as well as the consci-

ousness. Thus new possibilities are open for us 

humans.

Science has su ciently demonstrated in the 

period up to the 21st century that this is not so, that 

both cultural and natural experiences influence 

people and their understanding, that fundamen-

tally a person's intelligence or understanding is not 

genetically determined (except in the case of 

strong genetic defects and correspondingly defec-

tive physical nature).
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    Consciousness - One with nature and the body

     Understanding is required

Nature, our habitat is characterized by the fact that 

it is also a mechanics, respectively on the basis of an 

always constant logic in itself all objects interact 

and with it provides a habitat, which in turn makes 

it possible for a body to interact in it, this based on a 

constant logic and namely again that of the inter-

action.

   Habitat, nature

It is important to understand: nature, the basic law 

of nature, is interaction. We perceive this, for exam-

ple, that the sun shines on us and thus interacts 

with us. The light emanating from it hits our body 

and causes us to feel warm. More simply, perhaps, 

we can describe an interaction in terms of the fact 

that as soon as you move, the air around you inter-

acts, i.e., the air molecules are pushed to a di erent 

place by your movement. In fact, this is interaction 

even if the air is not a great resistance for us. This is 

di erent when there is a strong wind blowing, 

because then you do have to use a little more force 

to get against the wind.

    The basics of nature & body

In order to be able to attain consciousness at all, 

"technical" preconditions are necessary, i.e. a 

mechanics. Consciousness is not a thing, but arises 

by a process or procedure, which comes about by 

the logical interaction of a mechanics - in the case 

of the human being of biological kind. The mecha-

nics we call body. However, so that there can be a 

mechanics at all, this needs an environment, in the 

case of the human being we call this the habitat or 

the nature. 
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    Consciousness - definition, dependence and interaction with nature

   Interaction - the interplay as the basis

   Me & nature - we are inseparable

The nature of the interaction, resulting interaction 

possibility is with it the basis for the fact that there 

can be life and a body at all. That means, I am a part 

of nature, a part of the big and whole. 

   The foundation is logical

This logic could be described exactly in the meanti-

me and be described formally as BCOL "balanced 

cooperative operational logic". It is the basis of 

everything we know, the mechanical functioning, 

that life can exist at all, as well as the logical 

functioning, that it becomes possible for life to be 

able to understand the environment and to deal 

with it in an understanding way.

Interaction means accordingly interaction. Ever-

ything in nature is subject to interactions, these 

make it possible to interact in order to make chan-

ges. Without these interactions, the basic law of 

nature, we would neither be able to stand on the 

earth, because there would be no soil which inter-

acts with us and thus enables us to stand on it, nor 

could there be life, because there would be no oxy-

gen, which life, in any case we humans, urgently 

need in order to use this in turn interacting or inter-

acting with other substances in order to get energy 

for our body with it. 
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    Consciousness - My expression, my body and my environment

   My body the empowerment in nature

   Conscious about my surroundings, nature

   Conscious of what my safety is

Our body is equipped with actuators, like hands, 

legs, fingers etc., in animals correspondingly 

other, mostly less complex actuators. These 

actuators enable us to manage specific interaction 

with our living environment. 

Sensors play another important role here; if we 

were only equipped with actuators, it would be 

impossible for us to get an idea of what our interac-

tion causes. Sensors are thus the link between the 

environment, the perception of it, as well as the per-

ception of our own actuators and their interactions 

during the interaction. 

The reliability of nature is the basis for the fact that 

there can be an understanding at all and that we 

can exist at all. Here, not the appearance of nature 

is meant, but its logical mode of operation, that no 

matter what we do, i.e. how we interact, interac-

tions with our environment always arise and this 

absolutely reliably. 

The very idea that the ground beneath our feet 

would support us at one time and not at another is 

absurd. We know, with it life would be impossible. 

We can carry this out always further once there 

would be the interaction of the light, once not and 

so on. We see the logic of the interaction is not to be 

thought away, it is the static property to which ever-

ything is subject in the nature, the universe, any 

existence. This security has made it possible that 

life could arise.

Without a body, interaction, respectively percepti-

on of the environment, thus life in the form known 

to us would not be possible at all.

   Conscious about myself, my function in nature
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    Consciousness - My Understanding, Autonomy and Life

A living body is characterized in the nature by the 

fact that it stands without interruption with the 

nature in interaction, i.e. the nature-given inter-

actions, its own interaction causing. We can imagi-

ne this in such a way, in the moment where a human 

body stops to breathe, the heart stops to beat or 

the lung stops to process the taken up oxygen, with 

it immediately also the life in this body stops. So 

our body lives 24 hours a day without any standstill, 

without any break. Life is made for that. As long as 

life lives, life does not take a break. Life is perma-

nent change.

   Understanding autonomous life, understanding 

myself

Life emerged first in the form of plants, then as 

si ngle- cell ed org an isms that harnessed the 

mechanical function of interaction and interac-

tions to have life possibility.    The phase of the unconscious, the sleep

   Conscious about my environment

Accordingly, sleep is not a pause in life, there is only 

a period of rest in which we are exposed to fewer 

interactions or interactions than when we are awa-

ke. This means that during sleep we expose oursel-

ves, our consciousness as well as our subconsci-

ousness to fewer interactions. Nevertheless, or just 

then, our subconscious is at work, cleaning up what 

is "messy" in the brain. The body, the heart, etc. is 

still at work.
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    Consciousness - The intuitive imprint of my being

Here the chapter to nature and body ends with the 

fact that the basic technical understanding for 

interaction and the always existing logic of inter-

action as a basis only makes consciousness possi-

ble. This understanding is a basis that I can become 

fully aware, it is also necessary that I become aware 

of my body, my abilities. Only then can I begin to 

actually see myself, not as I think I am, but as I actu-

ally am. Only then, when I see all this, can I begin to 

become aware of myself and my possibilities. 

I can make consciousness dependent on what 

others tell me, or on my living space. In this case, I 

become aware of how I am living at the moment, 

but not aware of who I really am. This is a serious 

di erence, it makes a serious di erence in the way 

of thinking, as well as for my actions and future abi-

lity to act. The consciousness of oneself can be 

based on several seriously di erent foundations. 

The common one so far is that I identify myself on 

the basis of my known environment and thus beco-

me aware of it. But this makes me and my thinking, 

feeling and acting dependent on this environment.

   The di erentiation, who am I

A mouse will, without thinking much about who it 

might be, simply perceive its environment and 

identify and act within it. When it becomes aware, 

it is probably mostly conscious thinking "Oops, I'm 

hungry". Conscious thinking, as well as awareness 

of oneself is in harmony with each other, of what I 

am aware of, who I am, what I am, will shape my 

actions and also my thinking. This is intuitive, due 

to the function of the brain. So my imagined cons-

ciousness is my ability.

    Nature & body - a part of us

    The consciousness, the dependence
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2. My brain
Me and my thinking, my consciousness 
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    Consciousness - The power of the brain and ist function

Autonomous living beings are characterized in par-

ticular by the fact that they are not at the mercy of 

natural interactions, but can influence them 

through targeted interaction with nature. For 

example, they can move from one place to another 

in a very targeted manner if they are perceived 

accordingly, e.g. by their eyes, ears or smell. Thus, 

they do not only interact with the directly acting 

interactions such as air, gravitational force, etc., 

but also with the natural environment. 

    Complexity of the interrelationships

If, for example, the heart does not beat, no blood is 

pumped through the veins, the cells receive neit-

her oxygen nor food supply, they die. The body is an 

organism that maintains itself through its own 

interactions, food, fluid and oxygen are the most 

important components to be able to maintain the 

basic body functions in a cycle. 

    Vital background functions 

     Autonomous function - The brain

This interaction must serve several purposes. On 

the one hand, the body exists as a machine that can 

only function if certain processes work in a logical 

way, i.e. in a certain sequence and relationship to 

each other. If a sequence gets mixed up in this 

sequence or if all parts do not adapt equally to a 

situation, errors arise in the sequence, which leads 

the "machine", i.e. the body of an autonomous 

being into a dysfunction. 
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    Consciousness - My good spirit, my subconscious mind

Imagine you had to consciously monitor every bre-

ath, every heartbeat. You would be guaranteed to 

get out of concept again and again, forget some-

thing or because you concentrate on the heartbeat 

completely overlook the fact that you also need air 

to breathe and accordingly forget to breathe. The 

consciousness would be in its nature, thus its abili-

ty, much too slow and by far overtaxed to correctly 

consider and control all contexts at once. The sub-

conscious is thus the "good" spirit, which takes 

this o  for us.

This control mechanism is not an automatism, but 

is completely controlled, regulated, adjusted and 

processed by our subconscious, that is by our brain. 

Our brain is therefore the logical management sys-

tem that manages and provides the basic possibili-

ties and capabilities of our body. Without this 

function we would be lost and not able to survive. 

    The subconscious, the good spirit    A command center is needed

The brain plays a central role in this process; it must 

coordinate the interplay of interactions, i.e. breat-

hing, oxygen intake, pumping blood, thus supply-

ing energy to the cells, etc.. At the same time, it 

must analyze the demand and provide it in advan-

ce, so that when it is needed, the energy is where it 

is needed.

    Subconsciousness, brain
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    Consciousness - autonomy and training, limitless possibilities

This learning of the basic functions and feedback of 

our body is an innate ability that is given to every 

human being equally, no matter what genetics 

he/she has (unless there are severe physical 

defects). It is the basic function of the brain, this 

both in animals and humans, because of this 

function, which we call understanding, it is only 

possible at all that a human being can be born and 

learn to understand his/her environment. 

    The subconscious can do much more

In fact, however, this is the least that our brain 

manages everything for us, all the nerves muscles 

and sensors like actuators must also be coordina-

ted. For example, to grasp a cup, hundreds of nerves 

and muscles are needed, in di erent sequence and 

interaction. In addition, the sensors, such as eyes, 

sense of touch, etc., which unconsciously check 

simultaneously whether the control of the actua-

tors works correctly and is goal-oriented. These 

are billions of di erent logical processes, which are 

coordinated by our brain within a fraction of a 

second. 

    The training of our subconscious

Therefore, a baby must first learn to correctly mas-

ter and use the multitude of functions of the body. 

Even vision must first be understood by a baby so 

that the image received through the eyes can actu-

ally depict a correct idea of the environment. At 

birth, a baby cannot see a ball. The idea of a ball and 

its color in our consciousness, it is an understan-

ding that we acquired in babyhood. The brain has a 

mechanical functioning that is the same in every 

life. This is that it can build itself completely inde-

pendently based on perception of sensors and 

actuators, that is, it can "grow". 

    The brain - the innate nature of autonomy
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    Consciousness - my subconscious and the Blueprint

    The brain is autonomous

Since the discovery of BCOL and the Blueprint logic, 

which describes exactly this mechanics, the pro-

cess of understanding, by Professor Dr. Johannes 

Keller and Mrs. Lea Kelbsch, we can now explain 

exactly how autonomous life works, due to which 

mechanics and interactions, in which sequence 

what happens. 

Accordingly, our brain builds itself independently, 

depending on how it is activated by perception. 

This can be imagined as a kind of logical "recorder", 

the perception is stored by activating cells, which 

in turn activate others, so that logical paths are 

created, through which signals are passed on to mil-

lions of synapses in a certain order. Blueprint logic 

is what we call this process.

    Ability of understanding is birthright

    Blueprint - The basic operation

The brain has a very special function, logic, mecha-

nics: Blueprint logic called. This enables a biologi-

cal processing of perception, that means interac-

tions, through nerves starting from actuators and 

sensors are activated in special cells. By the acti-

vation so-called synapses are co-activated, not 

directly connected nerve cells receive by nearby 

activated nerve cells these signals, which leads to 

the fact that these connect successively, by the 

fact that a rapprochement takes place.  

  Now we can understand the process that takes pla-

ce in a baby. The brain and its ability to perform this 

blueprint logic is accordingly a birthright and pre-

sent in both humans and animals. In one perhaps 

with fewer cells, in another with slightly more cells. 

Whereby this plays only a rather minor role, since 

the most important thing is the general functio-

ning of the Blueprint Logic, i.e. the ability of under-

standing. 

    Blueprint - the logic the brain uses
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    Consciousness - Dynamics of Blueprint Logic

The Blueprint logic provides us with the ability of 

understanding if used correctly, it is even under-

standing per se, that means, only by its functioning 

humans or animals can understand at all. It thus 

enables the life of autonomous organisms. In this 

procedure, the nature, the body, the brain is the 

power, which enables us as autonomous living 

beings. The fact that the brain can build itself auto-

matically due to the perception, thus the interacti-

on with nature, enables us an interactive fully coor-

dinated body, which can "get used" to di erent 

situations every day or can also deal with new 

situations immediately every day without thinking 

much.

    Blueprint Logic, the generated subconscious 

mind

    Blueprint is logical, therefore we can live

Thereby the Blueprint logic is not mathematical or 

calculating, it is logical, the "windings" (i.e. con-

nections) created in the brain on the basis of per-

ception and interaction represent a complex net-

work of connections, which exactly logically corre-

spond to perception and interaction and within 

"real time", in a fraction of seconds control our 

limbs, actuators precisely, or even let us recognize a 

cup or car immediately.
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    Consciousness - intuitions and control center

The brain is thus the control center, it provides us 

with everything we need to live, identify situations 

and act consciously. It is our subconscious, so under 

the consciousness. Whenever a decision has to be 

made or there is "nothing" to do at the moment, 

the subconscious mind reports to the conscious 

mind with an emotion. From this we can then deci-

de what should be done now.  

   The Brain, Blueprint and Intuitions

   The brain - the basis of consciousness

All the logical connections and processes that arise 

in the brain in this way are our intuitions. So intui-

tions are what we can simply act without thinking, 

that is, consciously thinking about how it works. 

Also that we can see the world as we see it, are intui-

tions. A baby first has to learn to see properly, the 

brain first has to convert all the logical processes of 

seeing into "mechanical" logical connections 

based on the perception and the functioning of the 

Blueprint Logic. In the process, the brain actually 

changes mechanically, nerve cells find each other 

and logical connections are created. These are 

afterwards our intuitions, which control us in real 

time. 

Without this function we would not be able to live. 

Intuitions are the basis that our body, that we are 

able to act at all. We owe to this functional mecha-

nics of the "good" spirit that we are autonomous, 

as well as that we can develop a consciousness at 

all.

    The brain - the "good" spirit
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    Consciousness - experience, perception and brain

    The consciousness - the command center

Up to now, most people have either fixed themsel-

ves on the basis of their environment, thus their 

past perception, as already described before. And 

actually this is the most obvious, as long as it is not 

known how the consciousness, at all the under-

standing and thinking comes about. The brain due 

to the functioning of the Blueprint logic builds 

itself up indeed also due to its perception. So the 

brain is at every time the result of ist perception.

   The consciousness - I am

In fact, the brain builds on perception, we call it 

memory or experience. With that we would have no 

influence at all on who or what we are. Previously it 

was described that the subconscious calls up the 

consciousness when either nothing is to be done or 

something comes up for which there is no intuition 

or it is not clear which intuition, action should now 

take place. Then an emotion enters the conscious-

ness, from which the consciousness can take the 

perception to make decisions.

Now that we have seen that both every human 

being already has a brain from birth, which carries 

out exactly the same function as in every other 

human being, the question now arises: how do 

di erent people come about, di erent "intelli-

gence" or divergent understandings.

    Consciousness - Who am I?
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    Consciousness - subconsciousness, order and dynamics

Also erroneously filed perceptions, originated by 

ignorance, misinterpretation etc. is filed by our 

"good" spirit, whereby we have also "accusto-

med" ourselves not particularly good intuitions. 

No problem, just train new intuitions, i.e. new pos-

sible and good actions, perform them consciously, 

sometime these will be preferred to the other not 

so great grown ways and the "old" ones will disap-

pear sometime. This is because they are no longer 

so strongly supplied with blood, no longer receive 

signals and much more.

    Decision, the logic of the future

     Our "good" spirit - an ingenious concept

With this, our "good" mind, our subconscious mind 

is an ingenious concept, if you know how it works, 

with a little training you can get possibilities out of 

it that you would never have suspected. Also, then 

you don't have to agonize much in the conscious 

mind, how do I learn this or how can I do that. The 

"good" mind can do that, the conscious mind can-

not. But also misinformation, wrong logics, opi-

nions, lies are put down in this way, built. This leads 

of course then to not particularly meaningful 

actions.

Actually it is not about decisions at all, it only looks 

from the outside as if they were decisions. Deciding 

is ordering, because the execution will again be 

done by the subconscious, i.e. our consciousness is 

given power and control to assign everything that 

is new or ambiguous. This assignment happens sim-

ply by doing something, that is then the command 

for the brain according to Blueprint Logic to adopt 

the logic for that situation and act that way. Done a 

few times and that is "stuck".

     Our "good" spirit is dynamic
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    Consciousness - Endless possibilities
    Our consciousness - the control, the soul

One could now call the consciousness a soul becau-

se of this function mode which became known only 

by the discovery of the blueprint Logic. Because the 

consciousness controls the whole, with it it has the 

future, the abilities and the function in the hand. If 

we let our "good" spirit perceive, "Hey, I am more 

than what I perceived, I can learn to understand 

everything in this world", then the "good" spirit 

"believes" this, and builds in the brain this logic 

and I will perceive myself after some time comple-

tely di erently, be aware of myself completely 

di erently.

The conclusion is: we make ourselves. Our consci-

ousness, what we think to be, we become. Our sub-

conscious mind adapts exactly this logic and accor-

dingly processes all further perceptions on the 

basis of this logic. Therefore, a correct conscious-

ness is the starting point for our future, our abilities 

and therefore our person, how we perceive the envi-

ronment and how we are perceived by the environ-

ment. 

     We make ourselves
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3. The logic
how everything around us works
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    Consciousness - The Importance of Cooperation

    A universal living environment

For this to work, it needs certain prerequisites, one 

of which is a habitat that functions in a comple-

mentary manner. On the one hand, it must provide 

the necessary requirements such as water, food 

and oxygen, and on the other hand, it must have a 

stable, always constant mode of operation. 

    cooperation - condition interaction

In fact, this constant mode of operation, i.e. the 

mechanics according to which nature, our univer-

se, functions, could also be identified and descri-

bed within the extensive research by Prof. Dr. 

Johannes Keller as well as Ms. Lea Kelbsch. BCOL 

"Balanced cooperative operational logic" is the 

name of this mode of operation. To understand this 

is actually quite simple. This logic says that ever-

ything what exists is an interaction between at 

least two - in the nature however innumerable - 

objects.

    The logic is the same everywhere

According to BCOL, every object behaves "coope-

ratively" to every other object. Quite simply: in the 

cup with co ee the content behaves "cooperati-

ve" to the cup, the liquid remains in it - and the cup 

to the liquid, it holds it up, the hand "cooperative" 

to the cup and vice versa. That is why it becomes 

possible to grasp the cup in the first place. If the cup 

would be "non-cooperative", we would simply 

reach through the cup, as one imagines it with 

"ghosts". Cooperation in every respect is therefore 

a condition for interaction to take place in the first 

place.
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    Consciousness - change and reliability

By the way, only because this logic is reliable, our 

brain can be able to carry out the right intuitions, 

i.e. commands, in the daily hourly, secondly chan-

ging situations. The cup is not always in the same 

place, there are other cups with a di erent appea-

rance and yet the brain, because it relies on BCOL, 

has stored the logic of interaction, can immediate-

ly find its way with it. 

    The reliability of BCOL

Balanced means that if we muster the strength to 

remove the cup from its balanced relation to the 

earth's gravitational force, it will follow our hand 

and allow itself to be guided to the mouth in a 

balanced cooperative manner. It could have been 

that the cup on the way to the mouth suddenly 

would have no more desire and would refuse to be 

moved further. Of course, this thought sounds non-

sensical, or belongs in ghost movies, but this is 

exactly the importance of it. The cup, like ever-

ything else, always behaves in relation, that is, "ba-

lanced" to something else. This is not only with the 

weight, but also how it reflects light, sounds, etc. 

    Operational: the life, change

    Balanced - the condition of change

If we have brought this so far, thus the cup actually 

to the mouth led, the whole was operational, i.e. 

within time have changed by this interaction, the 

thereby balanced cooperative developing interac-

tions, our nature and environment, the cup is in 

another place.  By the way, our brain was working 

all the time during this process, working out one 

logic after another, for the hands, the arms, the fin-

gers, etc., coordinating everything according to 

the filed intuitions.
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    Consciousness - We are the person we want to be

    This is universally valid

This logic is valid in the big and in the small, it can be 

read exactly in the book "Nature and habitat" or in 

the books "The secret of nature". It is moreover reli-

able, no matter where and how, be it in the small 

atomic invisible area or in the large area like with 

tangible objects or even the interactions of light or 

current. Everything can be explained with this 

logic. Everything what exists is in interactions.

This is also the condition for understanding to exist 

at all. Just imagine that one second the ground 

under your feet is solid, the next second it is perme-

able. With this, neither life nor understanding of 

anything would be possible. However, we must 

draw a clear distinction, this has nothing to do with 

appearance. For whether the ground is visible or 

invisible like glass, what color it is, is completely 

irrelevant. Even the shape of the ground makes no 

di erence, we can stand on a stone as well as on a 

smooth glass surface, as well as on brown earth or 

on grass. 

    Nature always interacts with the same logic 

(BCOL)

    Appearance is just a hint

    The interrelations

Appearance is therefore a characteristic of a result, 

which still says nothing about the interaction, that 

is, about the interaction that is possible with the 

object. Appearance like color, for example, is only 

how an object interacts with our eyes, that is, how 

our eyes perceive that object. Appearance, howe-

ver, is a feature that can be perceived from a dis-

tance, i.e., an interaction that is possible over dis-

tance without touching the object.

Based on the appearance, the color and the shape 

of the object, we can therefore already predict with 

quite some accuracy the function and thus the pos-

sible interaction with the object based on our 

understanding, i.e. according to how our brain has 

structured itself on the basis of experience, per-

ception, without any conscious thought influence, 

what we can do with it. The brain does that in frac-

tions of a second automatically, by operation of the 

Blueprint Logic.
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    Consciousness - Everyone has the same precondition

    Understanding means having understood natu-

re

    A common denominator

Since we could not explain the functioning of natu-

re in the past, we were of the opinion that ever-

ything would somehow work together, we were 

also not able to explain the functioning of our brain 

or the process of understanding. There were very 

many opinions, beliefs and philosophical approa-

ches, but in the end they always failed. Therefore 

people represented certain opinions, whether the-

se fitted now into the habitat thus the nature and 

its cycles or not. What again led to the fact that the-

se were not based on a generally valid logic, as it 

needs just the nature and also the life, and therefo-

re no generally valid contact was possible.

We begin to understand that understanding is pos-

sible only because of a constant always given pos-

sible interaction with something. As soon as the 

logical interaction of something changes, the 

understanding is missing. So if the cup would not 

let itself be grasped, then at this moment also the 

understanding would be missing to deal with the 

cup i.e. to be able to interact.

Every life has equally the same logical conditions, 

we all live in the same habitat and the nature is gene-

rally interacting equally with every life according to 

the BCOL. Every human being gets a Blueprint Logic 

at birth, the brain and the functioning of the thin-

king is the same with everyone. Only experience 

and resulting logics have made people seriously 

di erent in thinking. BCOL enables a new common 

denominator, which takes into account life, natu-

re, consciousness, thus all life possibilities in all are-

as.

    The denominator of life
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    Consciousness - Making the future work for us

BCOL and Blueprint logic are now the key to this 

understanding and thus enable us to finally under-

stand ourselves and thus an understanding way of 

dealing with ourselves, with nature, autonomous 

life per se. 

This is especially important because our habitat, as 

well as our own life compensates for some time the 

disregard of the needs, but after a certain point this 

is then no longer possible. 

    The foundation for a future

    The denominator BCOL, the key

The meaning of the life is on the basis of his nature 

to use his abilities given to him completely to pro-

tect life and habitat, with it his own as well as 

every other life. Become aware of this! 

    The logical conclusion:

Furthermore, based on this knowledge, not only 

can an understanding future be achieved for 

humans, but this Blueprint logic can also be applied 

as a logic for a technology, which thus logically has 

the ability to understand its environment, as well 

as to maintain autonomous organisms according 

to their needs. This technology is there to protect 

and support man, that means life, in the future.



   The full quality of life based on the 

understanding of life, nature and habitat, 

technology, economy and organization - life 

success.

    Together we create the clear goal of a future of 

high quality, for every life in a high quality habitat 

based on BCOL . Become part of life 

.

, KHEO and IEFO

BCOL could be converted into a technology - a kind 

of processor - which makes it possible to perceive, 

logically deduce and combine changes extending 

over the whole world in real time like the human 

brain. It can thus assist humans while protecting 

nature and life.

   BCOL - new nature-based technologies

   Life S Fzoe uccess actory. Zoe is ancient Greek and 

stands for life and the nature of life and could not 

be fully explained until the discovery of Balanced 

Cooperative Operational Logic (BCOL) and its 

manifestation. BCOL describes the function of 

nature, its automatic organization and stability. In 

addition, topics such as the coexistence of 

mankind, the functioning of the habitat and also 

the functioning of the brain, thinking and 

understanding. A life in harmony with life & nature 

(BCOL) automatically means an individual life of 

high quality.

   “BCOL - Technology as an Assistant: "Actionstep

   zoe uccess actoryLife S F , together with partners, 

takes over the part of the organization and 

provision of the means and possibilities.

BCOL enables nature-friendly, highly e cient new 

technologies, both in machinery and in energy 

production. These are developed and implemented 

with partners.

i

   Get involved now so that this understanding, the 

resulting opportunities are being spread and used 

across the world. Understanding is the prerequisite 

for people to be able to deal with themselves, life 

per se and nature with understanding. All people, 

industry, trade, service, health, government, 

education, training, science, etc. benefit from it.  

Assistants like Actionstep enable the basis for a 

common understanding, organization and 

individual action.  
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   MISSION LIFE  Life, understanding yourself, living quality

    Let‘s create a future of quality together
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